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14e6couretitnts of the iti&,e fomtit properties of the eye in vAlte

and monohroirttic lLIrht ate 4iscussed. The results show that the eye. form

poorert ikateS than an Abe ration, free !e-nd and that its departure f rota

Lde2~pefomaceinceeses with pup -I IZeO. Since ie,-ery is; no better

wth m o hr omatilc l4Ciht than vith v it e ig t it is contluded, that

spheria aerwatiLon (or nore propely irme-gular variato indorc

power over the pu4pil) Vs pbably the t In aUseo th dpartue fro

ideal performance. The reoults agree vrith igeas rement s of visual acuity

v*ich show tht ;LO ty 4 not s-1- ificantly altered bthspetrlc-

position of the stimualus. Experimets with annular as ;apposed to round

pupils, are briefly d-Iscussed.

Note: Copies of' th s r.epart are filed with the Armed Services Techniceal
Information Agency, Arlington flail Statiow, Arlington 12 , Viroinia,
ad may be0Qtained from that a.-ency by qualIfied investi-ators

vorllincg under Governnent contract.



- h1 ro"zesa reporIt Covers workI done fromt August 1, 152 to,
December !,, 19512. The principa"I work doedrn hspr ocrns

'the meauveient of the im1age farminrg properties of the, hun eye.* in

earlier reports; simil1.ar experiaents wihwielgthave been reported ;

t M rsen wokcontCer -,a,:ge fo.rmation with, monochrtomatic tartgets.L

San- appattUa -construtted for the e=Tperiments L& a photoelectric

optVisop.Te observer viei's, a ver-tical translium1winated, alit i so

thtt ana imtvge 'of 'this, slit isi formed on hMs tetina. The light in the

lximage 5s ediffusel-y ref lec ted by the, retina and some passels out of the eye,

thrughtheopicsof heeye Whc _oML a secord, mg in space. This

imag is tn odus -In the plae of the target sli11tj but by theusofabm

spV.,.~itt2*xxj p'ellicte part of tile 14ttt coinge out of the eye is reflected

to ote ztsde and Zotras an image in, the plan of- aeodvrial slit,

beTdwic slcadted4 a photomltiplier. Before iv ng a,* ft the secondI

sltth gt is reflectedL b-y a smal11 tirror mounted on a galvaro. er

Thia miXror Is, made to rotate back*, and forth in a aw-toothed fashion, about

a etia ai.The i~age is thus scanned repeaedly over the slit ina

lin-_ear f# asier. The ligh ligote sensitive surface of the pot-

multip Iiera and thus its electrical output ig prtoportionlal to theo energy

disribtin in thie Image in, the howizontal direction. Hence, its pta

enery c !stributlon is, translated into a temporal voltage distribution.

The levels of the ligrht fligon the multiplier ate quite low and

the output signal is noisy. To, overcorne this difficty,~-7 the output for a

nutnber of passes throuigh the imogq. Are recorded and average44,by the same

methods, as, Are used tol mprove the .sig-ia-toiise raioi ev oe pel-

tivils. Inti as way a1 recoxd' of the liAht d-,~bton unosue y

noise f luc~tuatiovs: may be obtained#,
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This distribution, howeveir, is 0 doubly de'graded copy of the target

as the light bas passed through the Optical system of the eye twice. In

todeir to deduce the nature of the retinal image the si+ne-wave response
3

theory of optieal imagery must be applied3 To apply this theory it must

be assumned that the eye optics are reve'rsible, .e., ,that a ray travelicg

in one direction, behaves the same way as a ray following the same ptth in

the oppoauie drectiono Purthermore it must be assumed that the retina

is pima r ly a diffuse reflector. On these assumptions the eye optics,

may be considered as a filter of spetial sinusoidal patteras. Since the

eye optics are traversed twice in the experimental situation they act as

two filters of identical characteristics in cascade, If the target and,

the recorded light distribution are submitted to spatial Fourier analysis,

the response of the cascaded s-ystem may be found by dividing the output

coefficents Of the various frequency terms by the input coeffiLcents. Siune

thee se r e t-e s represent the behOavor of the cascaded system it is

necessary to tke their square roots to Obtain the response terms for a

slngle passage. When response is plotted as a function of spatial frequency

it is found that the eye like other optical systems behaves like a low pass

filter.

Theoretical calculations of the behavior of ideal, abervation-free
4

lens have been published. In this case it is assumed that the system is

limited solely by diffraction. These resuts show that fthe curtoff fe-

quency of the lens is determined by the wavelength of the light used and

the diameter of the lens. The cut-off frequency in cycles per minute of

arc ios given by d/ 3.,44 X 10 37%, where d is the diameterpf the lens in

millimeters and X is the wavelength of the light in millimicrons.

Response function-s for the human eye were determined for various

pupil diameter-s from 3 to 0 nm. In absolrua terms the best imageary is
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obtained with a 4-5 tn pupil, eThat is, the cut-off frequency of the eye

is highest for pupils of this order, In relative terms, that is, compering
the behavior of the eye to an ideal system, the peromance deteriorates with

increasing.aperature. The increasing departure of the response function

from the ideal probably represents the increasing significance of spherical

and, chromatic aberration.

Experipents were therefore undertaken 'o evutvlat .e func-

tions of the eye at various aperatures using monochromatic light. Neasure-

ments were also made vith the same observers -sing white light so that the

perfoinance of the eye could be compared for the two light distributions

under equivalent cond-itions. The results of these eiperitments indicate that

the performance of the eye is not significantly different with monochromatic

and whito light.
Since the eye is kno to have considetable chromatic aberration

(the difference in power amounts to approximately 2 diopters from 409) to 700

mu), 5 t his result seems at first surpr s ing. Ho -ver, when the spectral
distr-butVion of t hite light source, the spectral reflectance ,f the

retina and' the spectral sensitivity of 'the photomuItiplier are t#aen into
consideration It is apparent that, most of the energy measured In the white

light exporiments is concentrated in the central portion. of the v sual1

spectrum (approximately 500 to 60 rmu). Over this region the difference in
dioptric power is only about .5 diopters. It seems reasonabte to attribute

the devia ion of the properties ,of the eye from the ideal optical system to

spherical aberration (or more correctly the variation in dioptric power over

the pupil site the eye does, not exhibit simple -symmetric spherical aberra--

tion);.. The rati e - o . heoca onriutonofthe hra ab ti

a-.~xg efectrelative to the, contribution of: the chromatic aberration
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that the difference 'in image quality beiMin white and monochromatic light

is not measurable.

These results are in good agreement with what is known about the effect

of spectral composition on visual acuity. tt has been generally found that

acuity is of the same order with white and colored light when appropriate

steps have been taken to equate lumi-nances.

One of the purposes of undertaking the measurements of image fo-martion

was to find those conditions under which the smallest images of point sources

might, be produced on the retina. This information is then to be used to

determine the experimental ,conditi ons for microstimulation experTiMents being

carried out under this contract, ,Futhermore the ifformation will be help-

ful in interpreting the results of such experiments. Thus far the results

indicate that it would be best to use a 4-5 pupil. However, there is

a suggestion! in the literature going back' to observations by the astronomer

7
Herschel, that finer point igages mAy be obtatned by use of annular pupils.

Experiments are now in progress to evaluate imagery through such a system,
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